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 I've written this publication with 3 goals at heart: 1) To greatly help my very own twin daughters
having twins, if they still desire twins when they are ready for children. I wished for having
identical twin ladies ever since I was 16. 21 years back my dream became reality. At the age of
33, I gave birth to identical twin women and I Prepared to keep these things. Good luck! Every
time I tell my tale to people how I planned to have twins, they are totally shocked and surprised.
I hope I will help couples who would like to have twins to create it a reality, just like I did. In this
book, I tell my tale how I did so it. What I did so consume, what I didn't consume, which
supplements I took, when I acquired sex, how often and in what positions. I also reveal what
clothes my husband wore, what my hubby was not allowed to perform and what my hubby did
do. I expose everything I did so to conceive twins.How to have twins is the tale of how We
PLANNED to conceived twins naturally. 2) To greatly help people, who would like to conceive
twins, like myself, to possess twins. Gale Glenbury You will definitely love reading this book in
case you are interested in twins. Twins do not run in my family members but I did so everything I
really could to increase my likelihood of having twin girls and it worked! 3) An "ode" to my two
daughters to tell them just how much they mean if you ask me.
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